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Networks: Optimisation and Evolution (Cambridge Series in Statistical and Probabilistic Mathematics)Cambridge University Press, 2007
Point-to-point vs. hub-and-spoke. Questions of network design are real and involve many billions of dollars. Yet little is known about optimizing design - nearly all work concerns optimizing flow assuming a given design. This foundational book tackles optimization of network structure itself, deriving comprehensible and realistic design principles....
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Atmospheric Deposition: In Relation to Acidification and Eutrophication (Studies in Environmental Science)Elsevier Limited, 1995


	In the early 1980s, the problem of acidification was acknowledged on a governmental level in

	the Netherlands as posing a major environmental threat. The concern for damage to forests

	and ecosystems, and materials and monuments, as well as for acidification of soils and

	moorland pools stimulated research and policy development. Acid...
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Troubleshooting Java Performance: Detecting Anti-Patterns with Open Source ToolsApress, 2017

	With just 30 minutes of troubleshooting, how close can you get to finding the root cause of a Java

	performance problem? What observability tools would you use? What subsystems would you investigate?





	This book is a short curriculum in Java performance tuning for Java server-side developers. It explores

	one methodical...
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Theory and Applications of Models of Computation: Third International Conference, TAMC 2006, Beijing, ChinaSpringer, 2006

	In several practical circumstances we have to solve a problem whose instance
	is not a priori completely known. Situations of this kind occur in computer
	systems and networks management, in financial decision making, in robotics etc.
	Problems that have to be solved without a complete knowledge of the instance
	are called on-line...
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Modeling of Complex Systems: Application to Aeronautical DynamicsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2013

	In the field of aeronautical dynamics, this book offers readers a design tool which enables them to solve the different problems that can occur during the planning stage of a private project. The authors present a system for the modeling, design and calculation of the flying qualities of airplanes and drones, with a complete mathematical...
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New Mechanisms for Tissue-Selective Estrogen-Free Contraception (Ernst Schering Foundation Symposium Proceedings)Springer, 2005

	Combined oral contraceptives are the most convenient and accepted method of hormonal contraception. Nevertheless, the medical community and consumers constantly demand innovation, additional benefits during use and lower hormonal load despite the high safety profile of available products. At the Ernst Schering Research Foundation Workshop 52,...
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Peoplesoft V8 on Zseries Using Sysplex Data Sharing And Enterprise Storage SystemsIBM Press, 2004
This text describes the implementation of PeopleSoft Version 8.4 on a zSeries Parallel Sysplex data sharing environment. It discusses the benefits of running PeopleSoft in a sysplex with data sharing.

This IBM Redbook describes the implementation of PeopleSoft Version 8.4 on a zSeries Parallel Sysplex data sharing environment. It...
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How to Do Everything with Your iPhoneMcGraw-Hill, 2007
Get the most out of your iPhone by learning how to use all of its powerful capabilities. Filled with tips, tricks, and shortcuts, this book shows you how to set up your iPhone, make calls, manage voicemail, and load contacts. But that's just the beginning. You'll also learn how to send and receive email, look up turn-by-turn directions, listen to...
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HBase Administration CookbookPackt Publishing, 2012

	Master HBase configuration and administration for optimum database performance

	
		Move large amounts of data into HBase and learn how to manage it efficiently
	
		Set up HBase on the cloud, get it ready for production, and run it smoothly with high performance
	
		Maximize the ability of HBase with the...
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Learn WebAssembly: Build web applications with native performance using Wasm and C/C++Packt Publishing, 2018

	
		The first definitive guide on WebAssembly to help you break through the barriers of web development and build an entirely new class of performant applications

	
		Key Features

		
			Generate WebAssembly modules from C and C++ using Emscripten and interact with these modules in the browser

...
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Pentaho Solutions: Business Intelligence and Data Warehousing with Pentaho and MySQLJohn Wiley & Sons, 2009
Your all-in-one resource for using Pentaho with MySQL for Business Intelligence and Data Warehousing
    Open-source Pentaho provides business intelligence (BI) and data warehousing solutions at a fraction of the cost of proprietary solutions. Now you can take advantage of Pentaho for your business needs with this practical...
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Structural Performance of Masonry Elements: Mortar Coating Layers Influence (SpringerBriefs in Applied Sciences and Technology)Springer, 2018

	
		This book discusses the main mechanical features of masonry buildings and the peculiarities that affect their structural behaviour. It also examines technical information regarding accidents that have occurred in recent years in the Metropolitan Region of Recife, along with the historical records of these events, followed by...
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